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ABSTRACT
Background: Comparison of intracranial volume (ICV) measurements in different subpopulations offers insight into
age-related atrophic change and pathological loss of neuronal tissue. For such comparisons to be meaningful the accuracy of ICV measurement is paramount. Color magnetic resonance images (MRI) have been utilised in several research
applications and are reported to show promise in the clinical arena. Methods: We selected a sample of 150 older community-dwelling individuals (age 71 to 72 years) representing a wide range of ICV, white matter lesions and atrophy.
We compared the extraction of ICV by thresholding on T2*-weighted MR images followed by manual editing (reference standard) done by an analyst trained in brain anatomy, with thresholding plus computational morphological operations followed by manual editing on a framework of a color fusion technique (MCMxxxVI) and two automatic brain
segmentation methods widely used, these last three done by two image analysts. Results: The range of ICV was 1074 to
1921 cm3 for the reference standard. The mean difference between the reference standard and the ICV measured using
the technique that involved the color fusion was 2.7%, while it was 5.4% compared with any fully automatic technique. However, the 95% confidence interval of the difference between the reference standard and each method was
similar: it was 7% for the segmentation aided by the color fusion and was 7% and 8.3% for the two fully automatic
methods tested. Conclusion: For studies of aging, the use of color fusion MRI in ICV segmentation in a semi-automatic framework delivered best results compared with a reference standard manual method. Fully automated methods, while fast, all require manual editing to avoid significant errors and, in this post-processing step color fusion
MRI is recommended.
Keywords: Intracranial Volume; Segmentation; Brain Volume; Aging; Color MRI

1. Introduction
Brain size, assessed volumetrically, varies between people and changes over the lifespan [1-4]. Age-related atrophy occurs in healthy older adults, with limited data available to date showing that grey matter volume declines
steadily with age and white matter volume begins to decline after middle-age [5]. Reduction in brain size over
the lifespan has been associated with a general decline in
cognitive performance in normal healthy older adults [6,
7].
To accurately assess the degree to which age-related
atrophy is associated with cognitive decline in healthy
aging, baseline measures of both cognitive ability and
brain size are required. In young adults the brain normally fits strongly inside the inner table of the skull,
therefore the intracranial volume (ICV) is considered
*
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approximately the same as the maximum mature brain
size [8]. But in individuals of increasing maturity, loss of
brain tissue means that a higher proportion of ICV represents cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), either within the ventricles or in the extra-axial spaces. Thus ICV offers a potentially reproducible measure of maximum adult brain
size in any given individual.
As methods to limit the adverse effects of aging and
brain research associated with that, are an increasing priority for many governments, validated methods of measuring ICV quickly and reliably for use in large imaging
studies of aging are required. A variety of different methods of calculating ICV have been suggested. However,
these methods of estimating ICV have generally not been
tested for accuracy or reliability [8]. ICV can be estimated by measuring the intracranial cross-sectional area
(ICA) from a midline sagittal image, which is quicker
than full ICV measurement [9,10]. Full ICV measurement
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traditionally requires manual tracing around, or thresholding on, the boundary between the inner skull/CSF
interface (assuming that the dural thickness is negligible)
on each slice on which the ICV is visible. However this
is very time consuming and subject to observer bias.
Thus, some studies have used a brain volume extracted
using fully automated methods as a surrogate for ICV
[11,12], and several such techniques have been described
[13]. However, studies of automatic brain extraction
methods have shown that editing of extracranial structures is required to accurately extract brain volume [14].
This paper presents an alternative method for removing
extracranial tissue in a semi-automated way, combining
images from more than one MRI pulse sequence to produce a color image that combines attributes from each of
the original sequences.
This concept is not new. Color MR images were suggested by Holland and Bottomley more than thirty years
ago [15], and the first clinical color MR images were
published in 1987 by Weiss et al. [16]. Soon after, different color composite techniques were implemented in
different ways to improve the information content and
enhance conspicuity of specific tissues and fluids (Table
1).
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After almost a decade, in 2009, the RSNA unveiled a
new color MRI software package: Rev ColorMRI (http://
www.revolutionsmedical.com/RevMed-ColorMRI.php)
and a year later, Valdes Hernandez et al. published a
technique that fuses two different MR sequences mapped
in the red-green space to segment brain tissues and white
matter lesions: Multispectral Color Modulation and Variance Identification (MCMxxxVI) [17], and made it freely
available as an open source product (http://sourceforge.
net/projects/bric1936/). We applied this technique to ICV
segmentation and evaluated its results, comparing them
with well-established segmentation techniques widely
used in clinical research [13].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Subjects
We selected 150 subjects (71 - 72 years old; 87 males
and 63 females) from the Lothian Birth Cohort 1936
(LBC1936) [18]. This cohort includes 1091 relatively
healthy community dwelling older subjects born in 1936
who took part in the Scottish Mental Health Survey in
1947 (Moray House Test), a validated measure of cognitive ability, thus providing early life cognitive data.

Table 1. Main features of the color MRI techniques developed after the first color images were published in 1987.
Paper

Name of the technique

Principles

Advantages/disadvantages

Hybrid color MRI

Combines and displays data from two different MR
sequences of the same anatomic slice in a single
color image.
Varying spectral hues are assigned to pixel
intensities from one image.
The luminance is derived from the intensities of the
corresponding pixels of a second spatially aligned
image.

Produces images of improved information
content.
Number of luminance levels was 4. Further
work needed to increase it to 8 or 16.

Color composite

Combines information from two images
(T1-weighted and PD) such that the values from one
image are represented by a change in hue (color),
and the values from the other by a change in
luminance (intensity).

For the majority of cases the combined
image can effectively represent the
information normally contained in both
images-thus speeding up the viewing
process.

Kamman R.L. et al.
1989 [27]

Color composite

Color images are computed from T1 and T2 using
matrix multiplication on a pixel base.
Color resolution could be modified using different
choices of the reference triangle in which the color
combinations were defined.

This method of representation offers a
means for displaying multiple features,
independent of instrumental settings.

Brown H.K. et al.
1991, 1992 and 1993
[23,24,28]

Color composite

Calculates the mean intensity values on region of
Generates seminatural-appearing color
interests (ROI) and applies various colors: one to
images that possessed enhanced
each ROI of two spatially aligned images. The tissue
conspicuity of specific tissues and fluids.
contrast patterns are optimized in the final image.

Color composite

T1 and T2 relaxation rate maps are obtained. Each
parameter is represented with one or with a
combination of two fundamental colors (red, green,
blue) into a composite quantitative color image.

Each mixture of chromatic components
represents a unique combination of the two
relaxation parameters, easily interpretable
by the human eye, without loss of anatomic
information.

Based on the results of pathologic correlation and
Multiparameter full color quantitative color image analysis, applies full color
composite
composite generation techniques to multiple MR
images: PD, T1- and T2-weighted.

Displays clinically important
neuroanatomic and neuropathologic tissues.

Weiss K.L. et al.
1987 [16]

Wells, M.G. et al.
1989 [25]

Alfano B. et al. 1992
[26]

Phillips W.E. et al.
1996 [22]

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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For the present analysis, the sample was selected to represent the full range of early and later life cognitive ability by using the results of the Moray-House Test taken at
11 and 70 years of age [18], brain sizes, atrophy (from
none to severe) and white matter lesion load, assessed as
described in [19]. All subjects gave written informed
consent to participate.

2.2. MRI Acquisition
T2*-weighted (T2*W) and fluid attenuated inversion
recovery (FLAIR) volumes were acquired axially using a
1.5 T GE Signa Horizon HDX clinical MRI scanner
(Milwaukee, WI, USA). The T2*W imaging parameters
were TR = 940 ms; TE = 15 ms, 256 × 256 matrix size
and 80 slices with voxel size of 1 × 1 × 2 mm. FLAIR
was acquired with TR = 9002 ms; TE = 147.4 ms and TI
= 2200 ms with matrix size 256 × 256 and 40 slices with
voxel size of 1 × 1 × 4 mm with slice locations matching
every other slice of the T2*W volume. FLAIR volume
was interpolated to 80 slices of 2 mm thickness by rigid
body registration to the T2*W volume using FMRIB’s
Linear Image Registration Tool (http://www.fmrib. ox.ac.
uk/fsl/).

2.3. Image Segmentation Methods
2.3.1. General Considerations for Measuring ICV
The measurements were done by three experienced image analysts all blind to each other’s measurements. Each
analyst was most familiar with the particular analysis
method they were applying and therefore the performance could be regarded as optimal for each technique.
The reference standard ICV was measured on the axial
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slices of the T2*W volume, semi-automatically using
Analyze 9.0 as described in [9], by an image analyst
trained in brain anatomy.
We defined the inferior limit of the intracranial cavity
as the axial slice which was just superior to the tip of the
odontoid peg at the foramen magnum (Figure 1) and was
just inferior to the inferior limits of the cerebellar tonsils.
We excluded the cavernous sinuses/intracranial internal
carotid arteries as they enter the intracranial cavity as
these are extradural. In the reference standard ICV [9],
we included the dural venous sinuses and excluded the
contents of the sella turcica (as being outside the main
brain cavity) although we also tested the effect of including/excluding it in the analysis because some would
argue that the sella should be excluded.
2.3.2. ICV Measurement Aided by a Color Fusion
Technique
We used the Object Extraction Tool (OET) in Analyze
9.0 which applies morphological erosion, dilation, and
region growing steps in addition to thresholding, to automatically extract the contents of the intracranial cavity.
We used T2*W sequence because it offers the best differentiation between CSF, brain tissue and inner skull
table for computational image processing.
To generate the binary mask, we placed a seed-point in
the axial slice where the orbits appear and selected the
optimal threshold as the intensity value that separated the
optic nerve from the rest of the brain tissue. In the extraction process, morphological dilations were repeated
automatically to cover 99% of the voxels in the autotraced region on the target slice. After extraction, the
“holes” in the extracted “object” were filled in and a final

Figure 1. Midsagittal slice from a T2W MRI sequence showing how the lower limit of the intracranial volume at the foramen
magnum was defined by slice at lower limit of tonsils prior to odontoid. On the right-hand an axial view of the foramen
magnum (orange), including the slices superior (top) and inferior (bottom) to the slice defining the lower limit of the ICV
(middle).
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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6-connected 3D region growing step was performed. The
removal of the extracranial tissues was done using the
MCMxxxVI technique (Figure 2).
The color combination facilitates the identification of
the brain boundaries in most of the controversial areas.
The combination of T2*W and FLAIR in the red/green
space used in [17] (Figure 2) does not show a good differentiation between the dural sinuses and the CSF. If the
dural sinuses are desired to be excluded from the ICV,
the modulation of T2-weighted and T1-weighted in red
and green respectively is recommended (Figure 3 upper
row).
The color fusion principle of MCMxxxVI is the modulation of two MR sequences using two carrier signals
of wavelengths of approximately 650 nm and 510 nm
respectively. For each MR sequence, the intensity level
that represents the captured signal magnitude in each
tissue or lesion is influenced by three parameters of the
RF pulse sequence of a duration Δt used to excite the

Figure 2. MCMxxxVI. Axial slice of T2*W, FLAIR and
fused (red_green space) volumes of a scan showing the advantages of this technique differentiating the mucus contained in the nasal sinuses and compensating the motion
artefact (colored image).

Figure 3. Controversial areas in which the color combination helps on the boundary definition. Upper row: transversal sinuses (encircled) on T2*W (left) and fusion in the
red_green space of T2*W and FLAIR (middle) and
T2Wand T1W (right). Middle row: pituitary adenoma (encircled) in T2*W (left) and in the fused T2*W_FLAIR image (right). Bottom row: artefact on T2*W (left) and view of
the fused T2W_T1W_T2*W on the red_green_blue color
space.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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nuclear magnetic resonance signal: the tip angle (alpha),
the echo time (TE) and the pulse repetition time (TR).
Therefore, for each sequence, the intensity of each voxel
can be represented by a function I that varies in time t
(I(t)). If a sinusoidal carrier signal has the form:
A  t   A0 sin  2πtfc   

(1)

where:
A(t) is the amplitude (or magnitude) of the signal as a
function of time;
A0 is the maximum amplitude of the signal achieved in
each cycle;
fc is the frequency of oscillation (approximately 650
nm for red and 510 nm for green); and
 is the phase of the signal.
When this carrier is modulated by the MR sequences,
the output signal A(t) will take the form:



A  t   A0 sin 2π  fc   f I 0  I  t   t  



(2)

Δf delimits the range in which the output frequency
can vary respect to the carrier frequency. As Equation (2)
shows, now the carrier frequency term (in brackets) varies between the extremes of fc – Δf and fc + Δf given by
the limits of variation of I(t).
The software that implements this color modulation
technique, afterwards reduces the numbers of colors by
minimum variance quantisation and graphs the resultant
colors as clusters positioned on the RGB space, thus facilitating the color discrimination of the extracranial tissues and anomalies.
This method differs from the color composite techniques summarised in Table 1 and from the one in which
Rev ColorMRI is based where there is an emphasis on
producing “seminatural-appearing” or “virtually realistic
appearing tissue tones”. While utilising a color scale that
mimics the “natural appearance” of the tissues may be of
benefit as an educational tool, it is unlikely that such
color scale will serve to highlight pathology. Successfully differentiating otherwise unseen pathology is more
likely to be achieved by the color modulation principle
explained above, and will most likely be unrelated to the
“natural” appearance of the tissues.
2.3.3. Automatic Brain Extraction
We applied two techniques: thresholding plus morphological operations using OET as explained above, but
without any manual editing to obtain a surrogate ICV;
and BET, from the FMRIB software library.
BET [13] performs a fully automatic brain extraction
in three main steps, which is used as a surrogate measure
for ICV [11,12]. Firstly it processes the intensity histogram to find “robust” lower and upper intensity values
for the image, and a rough brain/non-brain threshold.
Then, it finds the centre-of-gravity of the head image,
OJRad
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along with the rough size of the head in it. Finally, it
performs a triangular tessellation of a sphere’s surface
inside the intracranial cavity and slowly deforms it, one
vertex at a time, following forces that keep the surface
well-spaced and smooth, while attempting to move towards the in- tracranial cavity’s edge in an iterative
process. This process excludes part of the lower brain
stem from the final extracted volume, although does not
guarantee that its lower limit coincides with the standard
boundary at the foramen magnum.
The BET fractional intensity threshold was optimized
by visually inspecting the brain/ICV extractions created
with a range of thresholds in a sub-sample of brain volumes. A fractional intensity threshold of 0.6 was found
to be the best compromise in our sample and subsequently applied to the full dataset. We did not perform
any manual editing of the derived mask obtained by this
method.

2.4. Statistical Analysis
We compared the agreement between the volumes obtained by the following methods using Bland-Altman [20]
analysis of absolute and percentage differences:
1) Reference standard vs. ICV by OET followed by
MCMxxxVI, this last performed by an image analyst with
minimal knowledge of brain anatomy (usual scenario)
2) Reference standard vs. “surrogate ICV” volume by
BET
3) Reference standard vs. “surrogate ICV” volume by
OET
4) Reference standard excluding and including the pituitary gland
Pearson correlations between methods were assessed
after checking for normality using the Kolmogorov-
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Smirnov test.

3. Results
The ICV, as measured by the reference standard method,
ranged from 1074 to 1921 cm3, median 1500 cm3. The
numerical values for ICV measured by each of the
methods under evaluation are summarised in Table 2.
The reference standard correlated well with all other
methods (Pearson’s r from 0.97 to 0.98, Table 2). The
effect of including or excluding the contents of the sella
turcica (mean estimated volume of this structure was
approximately 2 cm3) were minimal, with the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the difference in ICV calculated
with and without the sella contents being +/– 0.49% from
the mean (7.29 cm3).
Comparison of the reference standard measurements
with the results obtained using MCMxxxVI, and the two
fully automated methods (BET and OET) (Figure 4)
showed that although the smallest mean difference was
with the automatic “surrogate ICV” extracted using OET
(2.18%), this method produced the largest variability
(95% CI +/– 8.32%, Table 2, Figure 4). The better performance overall was with OET followed by MCMxxxVI
(mean difference 2.74%, 95% CI +/– 7.03%). The largest
mean difference was with ‘surrogate ICV’ by BET (mean
difference 5.38%, 95% CI +/– 6.93%).
All three automated methods produced some systematic bias albeit small in the measurement of ICV compared with the reference standard (Figure 4). The bias
was least with automatic ICV extraction with OET and
worst with BET. This is largely attributable to inclusion
of the clivus and other extracranial structures within the
ICV which occurs particularly with BET (Figure 5).
The inclusion of the cervical spinal cord below the fo-

Table 2. Comparison of the reference standard measurements with the numeric results obtained by the methods evaluated.
Absolute intracranial volumes, correlation, differences in volumes with the 95% confidence intervals of the difference and %
differences (of mean ICV) between methods.
Methods compared
Reference standard vs.
ICV using OET plus editing with
MCMxxxVI

Mean ICV ± SD
(cm3 )
1502.01 ± 142.78
1461.73 ± 142.89

Reference standard vs.
surrogate ICV by OET

1502.01 ± 142.78

Reference standard vs.
surrogate ICV by BET

1502.01 ± 142.78

Reference standard including sella
vs.
Reference standard excluding sella

1501.03 ± 153.53

1469.86 ± 143.32

1583.68 ± 136.22

1502.01 ± 142.78

Pearson
correlation
coefficient
(r)

Mean
difference
(cm3)*

95% CI of
difference
(cm3)

0.98

40.27
(2.74%)

105.62
(7.03%)

0.73
(0.05%)

140.58
(9.50%)

0.97

32.14
(2.18%)

62.51
(8.32%)

0.89
(0.08%)

138.80
(9.37%)

0.98

81.67
(5.38%)

104.16
(6.93%)

2.60
(0.14%)

175.22
(11.75%)

0.99

8.74
(0.29%)

7.29
(0.49%)

1.61
(0.05%)

18.06
(0.58%)

Minimum difference Maximum difference
(absolute value) (cm3) (absolute value) (cm3)

Legend: SD: standard deviation, CI: confidence interval (4SD) * % differences from the averaged measurement between the two methods being compared.

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Figure 4. Bland-Altman plot comparing the ICV measurements done by thresholding followed by manual editing
(reference standard) with the ICV measurements done by
thresholding combined with morphological operations using
Object Extraction tool in Analyze and manual editing in
MCMxxxVI, and two different automatic techniques (Object Extraction Tool in Analyze and Brain Extraction
Tool).

Figure 5. Sagittal and axial view of surrogate brain extraction of the same subject as Figure 3(a) using OET (a) and
BET (b). The arrows indicate erroneously included areas.

ramen magnum only caused an insignificant trend in the
difference in Bland-Altman analysis (v) (Figure 6. Positive slope of 0.0031, R2 = 0.0027).

4. Discussions
We compared a semi-automated method that uses colors
for measuring ICV with a reference standard and two
state-of-the-art automated methods. We found good agreement between the ICV measurements made by the reference standard traditional thresholding method followed
by manual editing and the more automatic OET in AnaCopyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Figure 6. Bland-Altman showing the difference introduced
to the surrogate ICV measure due to inclusion of the spinal
cord below the foramen magnum.

lyzeTM in which morphological operations are added to
the selection of the threshold to extract the ICV followed by minimal rectification of the ICV boundaries
using MCMxxxVI to remove structures such as orbits,
venous sinuses and other extracranial abnormalities and
helping to identify the intracranial boundaries in difficult
areas. This suggests that accurate measurement of ICV
can be obtained faster using the latter method and this
also reduces the amount of manual editing and hence
observer dependence. The pituitary gland is a structure
that causes controversy while delineating boundaries of
the ICV. We found that the difference between including
and excluding this structure was negligible and therefore
there was no significant gain from spending time excluding this structure manually. Other fully automated
methods were more variable, did not identify ICV accurately, and so should not be applied without visual inspection and a post-processing editing step; otherwise an
error of up to 8.32% in the ICV may occur. Our results
highlight the importance of using an accurate measure of
ICV in establishing brain atrophy in healthy aging, showing that the difference in methodology alone could account for 5% - 10% of the variance in a sample and
therefore could mask subtle, but valuable, age-related
changes.
The apparent contradiction of the automatic “surrogate
ICV” by OET having a larger mean value than OET plus
editing using MCMxxxVI is due to Bland Altman being
unable to account for spatial disagreement. Visual inspection of the OET masks show the exclusion of the
dural venous sinuses in some areas due to the automated
threshold being higher than the threshold used for the
reference standard. Thresholds are calculated using grayscale intensity levels. When a threshold that corresponds
to a lower intensity level is set it will include more voxels in an image than the threshold corresponding to a
high intensity level. For the Bland Altman analysis we
OJRad
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subtracted the OET, OET plus editing using MCMxxxVI
and BET volumes from the reference standard volumes
and gave the percentage difference between methods.
OET excludes intracranial structures in some areas but
includes extracranial structures below the inferior boundary, when the extra step of removing the extracranial
structures is taken the volume decreases causing the percentage difference to increase. Further analysis using a
measure that provides information on spatial disagreement between methods would clarify these issues and
highlight the importance of visually assessing segmentation output.
The strengths of our results include the use of a sample
of brain images from older subjects selected to represent
a range of cognitive and imaging factors and therefore to
be biologically relevant. We had a large sample size
which enabled us to detect quite small differences between measurement methods as well as any systematic
bias. We tested semi-automated and automated ICV
measurement methods, as well as the effect of including
or excluding specific structures from the ICV. Another
strength of our study is that while the reference standard
was produced by an analyst well-trained in brain anatomy, the other techniques were applied by image analysts with strong technical background and minimal knowledge of brain anatomy, thus reproducing the common
scenario in which some imaging research is carried out.
Therefore, our results are generalisable. A limitation,
however, is that although several approaches that combine thresholding with morphological operations for automated ICV measurement have been described, we only
tested two methods of which one was programmed in a
commercial software application and the other was a
freely available academic package, both being considered
to be representative of the available state-of-art techniques. We only calculated the agreement between techniques. It would be advisable to apply, in addition, other
statistical measures that consider the defined similarity of
the spatial information, like the Jaccard index, although
this statistic does not inform on what differences might
be due to.
While the inclusion of non-ICV tissue, such as the
clivus and the sphenoid sinus, and the lack of having an
anatomically-defined inferior limit to the intracranial cavity might not matter in younger normal people, it will
introduce increasingly large systematic errors if used to
measure ICV in older people in whom some degree of
brain atrophy is virtually universal. Our results are in-line
with previous studies that have attempted to improve
BET for brain extraction, which have suggested including extra steps to remove non-brain structures [14]. Automatic methods still require visual assessment to ensure
that extracranial structures are not included in the ICV
and that true intracranial contents are not omitted, and a
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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color fusion technique, like MCMxxxVI, freely available,
can be extremely useful. Image processing techniques are
improving all the time, but at present the methods tested
in this work (which are representative of most available
techniques) all require visual inspection and manual editing to derive the correct ICV and correct brain mask.
Many studies have demonstrated a variety of methods
for producing color MR images [15,16,21-27], with evidence to suggest these techniques have advantages for
the reporting clinical radiologist over the traditional greyscale images. Over the last two decades image fusion
techniques utilising color overlay to display more than
one parameter have become commonplace in clinical radiology. Examples include color Doppler flow displayed
over greyscale structural ultrasound images, nuclear medicine studies such as octreoscan/PET overlaid in color
over greyscale structural CT and fusion of structural ultrasound images (displayed in color) with corresponding
CT or MRI cross-sectional imaging. However, as yet,
the potential for combining more than one MRI sequence
and displaying the co-registered images in color has not
been exploited within clinical radiology.
The data presented here, along with a collection of related studies, suggests color fusion MRI techniques offer
a valuable research tool. We would advocate the technique described here as a more reliable method of assessing ICV, particularly in older subjects and patients
with neurological diseases with acknowledged damage
on brain imaging. We would also highlight the considerable benefits color fusion MR techniques could offer to
the clinical radiologist, and suggest such methods are
more thoroughly evaluated within the clinical arena. We
think it is time to give color a chance.
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